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ABSTRACT

This research has been conducted to reveal the
correlations of the stock indexes in Japan, the United

States, and China. A previous study has revealed a strong

impact of the U.S. in the previous trading day on the
returns of the Japanese stock market in the current period

while many of researches have shown low correlations
between the U.S. stock performances and the International
performances. However, another research in this field has
been needed due to environmental changes and technological

changes that have potential effects on the correlation
coefficients. Thus, this paper not only finds the

correlations among the stock markets but also tests the

efficient market hypothesis because high correlation
coefficients between the markets being tested signal a

violation of the efficient market hypothesis. In other
words, if high correlations are identified,

traders or

speculators can use the open-to-close performance of one

market to predict the performance of another market.. Total
of sixteen analyses were implemented to conduct this

research.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

Background
Studies of the intertemporal relation between the New

York Stock Exchange and Tokyo Stock Exchange have been

conducted by Kent G. Becker,
Gupta. Tokyo Stock Exchange
Exchange

Joseph E. Finnerty, and Manoj
(TSE)

and the New York Stock

(NYSE) have been the two largest stock markets

over decades

(Kent G. Becker, Joseph E. Finnerty, and

Manoj Gupta,

1990). Their research has tested the accuracy

of the efficient market hypothesis from October 5,

December 28,

1985 to

1998. Their research has shown detailed

analyses for a high correlation between the open to close
returns for U.S. stocks in the previous trading day and
the Japanese stock performances in the current
period,however, we have to conduct a new study in this

field because as time passed, environment changed. It

means that it is possible that over years, correlations of
stock performance in the stock markets changed.

For example,

in 1980th, China wasn't a spotlight of

business issues. Yet, we now realize that now China is one
of the countries that have potential to be a leader of the

whole world economy. And over a decade, potential high
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growth in Asia has been a spotlight of business issues.
With a characteristic of "cheap labors," China, as a

fast-growing country, has been a source of intense
fascination in business. Foreign investments in China have

been increasing over a decade as it has grown rapidly.
With advanced technology, Japan has been one of

central business countries maintaining high economic power

in the world over years. As the second-developed country,
Japan has unique business characteristics that are

different from those of China and the United States. Japan

has sharpened the skills especially in the field of
technology creating more potential wealth for the Japanese
over decades. As the Japanese corporations became stronger

in the world, some investors believed that the stock

market in Japan would be enlarged.

The United States, as it goes without saying, has
been the leader of the whole economy. It has strengthened
itself in many industries by keeping it innovative.

However, the so-called incident of September 11 affectedthe United States undesirably, and it has changed the

environment. This so-called incident, therefore, has
reshaped the economy of America. Thus,

it is not only

important but also necessary to re-grasp how the stock

markets of Japan, the United States, and China have been

2

related to each other as culture, environment, and

businesses have changed.

Historical Evolution of Each Country

China
As transportation systems developed, the economy of

China has flourised. Around this time,

Shanghai became a

center of businesses in Asia and gained recognition as one
of the most developed city. Through civilization and

revolutions, China's economy became more stable, and it

successfully reformed itself as foreign investment in
China increased. And the economy improvement increased the

unemployment rate. Currently, it ha been even said that
China will "take over" the position of America in the

future, indicating high potential for steep upward trend
in Shanghai SE 180 composite

(Jason Lin,

Jane Sung, Nabil

Alghalith, 2006).

Japan
Japan's continuous economic growth started as the

nation's modernization began in 1990th. Maintaining close
economic and military relationships .with the United

States, Japan found ways it could survive the competition.
The Geography of Japan, where mountain and forests

occuplied most of its land, has forced a high density of

3

population in some areas such as Tokyo where business has
prospered. Given the. close government-industry support, a
strong work ethic, advanced technology, and

stakeholder-oriented corporate governance, Japan has

become the second largest economy in the world. Major

industries in Japan include banking, automobile industry,
insurance,

real estate,

telecommunications.

retailing, transportation, and

Some of prestigious Japanese

corporations include Sony, Toyota,

Family Mart, Mizuho

Financial Group, and Mitsubishi. A surprising record that
Japan made was that real economic growth in 1960s was a

10% average. Highly-developed transportation systems

enabled Japan to build a close supplier-buyer
relationships. One of the biggest differences between
corporations in Japan and America is that in Japan,

lifetime employment is "guaranteed," and usually employees
stay with a company until they retire. This is not only

because employees are "guaranteed" their lifetime but also

because its salary system is different from America.

Japanese corporations are stakeholder-oriented while

corporations of the United States are
shareholder-oriented.

In Japan, employees are treated as

the most important resource of businesses because it is

employees that create products, and run businesses.
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Japan

has had challenging time as well as economic growth.

Recently,

Japan has faced some difficulties growing its

business further, indicating unfavorable movements of

Nikkei 225 stock index. Rising oil prices created hard
time for Japan to export goods, which caused the Japanese

economy to slowdown. However, due to government

regulations in the banking industry, the Japanese were

able to revive the economy again. This was because the
government regulations lowered interests loans, which
enabled corporations to borrow money and invest as they

wanted. Nevertheless, as the economy of Japan heated,

it

resulted in a bubble economy which collapsed in the early
1990s.

The United States

A federal constitutional republic comprising fifty

states, the United States has been the leader of the
global economy for decades. According to a nominal GDP of

2006, the economy of the United States is the largest

national economy in the world. But the economic power
didn't just grow overnight. The United States has gone

through revolutions,

industrializations, wars, and

civilizations to reach the point where it is now. A factor
that has made America such as a country was natural
resources. Another factor that has made the United States

5

successful includes high technology (Wikipedia). Another

characteristic of the United States is a tendency to spend
more than it saves. Because of this "cultural norm," the

national debt of the United States is the world's largest.

Because of that, the currency of the United States has a

tendency to be weakened. The logic is that if a country
spends more than it saves, the supply of the country's

currency would be greater than demand for its currency.

This practice results in the weakening of the U.S. dollar.
Recently, the United States has experienced unfortunate

incidents such as "September 11" causing for the troubles
to the United States.

Due to such unexpected troubles and

cultural norms, the United States is facing difficulties
in stablizing the stock market. S&P 500 is used in my

study as a representative of the stock market in the

United States.

Institutional Details of Each Stock Exchange
N

The Shanghai stock market was established in 1992 due
to a rapidly growing developing economy (Gregory C. Chow &

Caroline C. Lawler, 2003). Since 1998, the Shanghai Stock
Exchange Index has run up 170%

(Edmund Harriss, 2007). The

paper written by Gregory C. Chow & Caroline C analyzed a
time series of the Shanghai and New York Stock Exchange
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composite price indices between 1992 and 2002, based on
the weekly rates of returns. Their characteristics as an

emerging country and developed country would be

interesting as they can reveal the relations of the stock
movements. Over decades, world integration has been

intensified, and China has started being involved with the

world economy in depth especially'in terms of trade flows.
The relative sizes of the two markets as of 1999 are shown

below.

Table 1. Market Size of Shanghai Stock Exchange

Shanghai Stock
Exchange
NYSE
Market capitalization

($ billion)

Number of total listed

191.8

19,200

578

8476

Source: Gregory C. Chow & Caroline C. Lawler, 10 June
2003, Time Series Analysis of The Shanghai and New York
Stock Price Indices

As shown above, NYSE is much bigger than the Shanghai

Stock Exchange in terms of market capitalization and the

number of total listed. Their study shows the rate of
return and volatility of the Shanghai market. The results
of weekly-based rate of return and volatility of the

Shanghai and New York Stock indices were shown below. Data

are taken from the paper, "Time Series Analysis of The
7

Shanghai and New York Stock Price Indices" written by
Gregory C. Chow & Caroline C. Lawler.

Table 2. Comparison of New York Stock Exchange and

Shanghai Stock Exchange Performance
Shanghai Rate
of Return

New York Rate
of Return

Mean

0.00310284

0.0017436

Variance

0.00486076

0.0003567

®,

Source: Gregory C. Chow & Caroline C. Lawler, 10 June
2003, Time Series Analysis of The Shanghai and New York
Stock Price Indices

Table 3. Risk Analyses of New York Stock Exchange and

Shanghai Stock Exchange
Shanghai Volatility New York Volatility
Mean

0.00310284

0.0017436

Variance

0.00486076

0.0003567

Source: Gregory C. Chow & Caroline C. Lawler, 10 June
2003, Time Series Analysis of The Shanghai and New York
Stock Price Indices

As shown above, the Shanghai stock indices show high

returns with higher risk, compared to NYSE stock indices,
suggesting larger degree of uncertainty in the Shanghai
stock market. This fact may go without saying since it is
an emerging market where high growth is expected while it
is still dependent on other countries, which creates more

uncertainty. The study also provides a preliminary picture
of the degree of integration of the two markets by

computing the correlations between the two markets.

Correlation matrices are taken from the study, Time Series
Analysis of The Shanghai and New York Stock Price Indices,

as shown below.

Table 4. Analyses of Co-Movements between New York Stock
Exchange and Shanghai Stock Exchange

Shanghai
Shanghai

1

New York

-0.0117

NY

1

Source: Gregory C. Chow & Caroline C. Lawler, 10 June
2003, Time Series Analysis of The Shanghai and New York
Stock Price Indices

In this correlation analysis, unlike what was
expected, a finding was that Shanghai and New York were
not integrated in depth, and their correlation was
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negative and insignificant. The authors'

explanations for

this phenomenon were that the two markets were affected by
different fundamentals of the economy. They proposed that

the United States and China must have experienced
different economic histories over the periods. While the
United States has sustained economic growth by a

revolution in information technology, China has started
the periods with the after math of the Tiananmen incident,

followed by Deng Xiaoping's policy announced in Shenzhen

in 1992 to deepen market reform leading to expansion and

inflation

(Gregory C. Chow & Caroline C. Lawler, 2003) .

Tokyo Stock Exchange where operating hours are from

9:00 to 11:00 a.m. and 12:30 to 3:00 p.m., was originally
founded in 1878,

functioning as the Japanese central

market. Nihon Keizai Shimbun (Nikkei) has maintained the
index since 1970. As of March 2007, TSE had a market value
of 559 trillion and trading volume of 678 trillion in

terms of Japanese yen. Stocks listed on the TSE were
categorized into three groups: the First group for large
companies, the Second group for mid-sized companies, and

the "Mothers" group for high-growth startup companies.

Recently, TSE has been developing global business

alliances to secure their roles. For example,

since the

summer of 2006, TSE has had intensified alliances with the
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Korean exchange, the Shanghai Stock Exchange, the Shenzhen
Stock Exchange, the Taiwan Stock Exchange, the National

Stock Exchange of India, and the Singapore Exchange. On
the other hand, NYSE also provides the TSE group with

technical support on operations, as well as exchange

system capacity, performance,

and so forth, which helps

TSE be integrated more in depth with world economy. Ahmet
Baytas and Nusret Cakici 1999 provided stock and bond

index performances in Japan. A summary of the index

performances from 1979 to 1997 is listed below,

in terms

of annualized percentage.

Table 5. Historical Stock Performance of Tokyo Stock

Exchange

Tokyo Stock
Exchange

Arithmetic Mean

Geometric
Mean

Standard
Deviation

8.4

6.44

19.22

Source: Ahmet Baytas and Nusret Cakici, 1999, Do Stocks
Provide The Highest Return In The Long Run?

Standard & Poor's U.S. indices constructed by
computing the market value of each firm's shares are

designed to reflect the performances of the U.S. equity
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markets and the U.S. economy. Characteristics of firms in
S&P 500 are shown below (Peter Fortune,

Table 6.

1998).

Institutional Details of the United States Stock

Market
Market Value of Equity (Billion Dollars)

Number
of
Firms

Weighting

Largest
Firm

Mean

Median

Smallest
Firm

Total

500

Market
Value

260.6

15.298

6.517

0.369

7,649

Listed Exchange

i(Percent of Firms)

NYSE

AMEX

NASDAQ

92

0.4

7.6

Business Sector Share

(Percent of Firms)

Industries

Utilities

Financial

Transportation

75.2

7.4

15.4

2

Source: Peter Fortune, December 1998, A Primer on U.S.
Stock Price Indices, New England Economic Review

New York Stock Exchange operates from 9:30 to 4:00

p.m.. 'The origin of NYSE can be traced back to 1792 when
Buttonwood Agreement was signed. Going through challenging
periods such as Black Thursday, Great Depression,

and so

forth, NYSE has become the center of the world stock

exchanges. The paper written by Peter Fortune, A Primer on
U.S. Stock Price Indices,

studies details of U.S. stock
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indices. The study shows that S&P 500 stock price index
rose dramatically from January 1980 to September 1998

(Peter Fortune, 1998). Results of the stock price index

arose from capital appreciation. The study set January

1980 as the starting point where the index was scaled

equal to 100. Over the periods, from capital appreciation,
the index arose to 960 approximately, showing a dramatic
rise. Then, assuming that all dividends are reinvested in

the stocks in S&P 500, another study shows that the
accumulated value could have been 1470 in relation to the

starting point of 100. Thus, this analysis shows the fact
that over the periods of time S&P 500 has performed well.

Statement of the Problems
The major question to be tested in this research is
whether there is a high correlation coefficient between

performances of the tested markets.

In other words, this

study mainly tests whether the efficient market hypothesis
is violated or supported. If a high correlation is found,

it may signal a violation of the efficient market
hypothesis because investors can use,

for instance,

performances of the United States to predict performances
of the Japanese stock market. However, as explained by the

"Random Walk" theory,

stock performances should be
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affected by only unexpected portion of new information
that randomly arrives. And as theorists argue,

autocorrelations between returns have to be zero. Their
supporting ideas are that stock price should reflect only

unexpected portion of new information that randomly
arrives in the market. So, through this research, my hope
is to reveal detailed analyses for the question.

Purpose of the Study

A purpose of my research is to reveal relationships
among the stock market performances of the most

eye-catching countries: the United States, China, and
Japan. The analyses of correlation coefficients will also

test the efficient market hypothesis. Some early studies
were conducted to test the international diversification,
risk-return relationships, and so forth. But the most

related early study to this topic was conducted to
identify whether there was a potential consequence that

traders or technical analysts might look at the TSE as a
predictor of market movement on NYSE. This is because
Tokyo is 14 hours ahead of New York, and there is an eight
and one-half hour difference between the two markets.

If

high correlation coefficients between an open to close

return are identified,

it may indicate a violation of the

14

efficient market hypothesis because the publicly available

information regarding the historical performances in one
market can be used to make profitable trading in another

market. A difference between this research and early
research is that this research includes the current data
of the stock markets through 2007. My hope in this

research is to provide detailed analyses of updated
relationships among the performances of the stock markets.

Furthermore, while previous studies revealed correlations
among stock indices, main purposes of early studies were
not to identify correlation coefficients of stock markets.

Through my research, the main effort was to sift through
the detailed correlation coefficients of returns that

might differ depending on how we implement the analyses.
In other words, through the research, many aspects of

correlation coefficients of returns such as overnight
returns, open-to-close returns, close-to-open returns at
the current period,

t =0, or/an the pervious day, t = -1,

are provided. Another difference is that this study
includes China while previously conducted researches have

not conducted correlation coefficients of the stocks

markets of China and the United States. This research

hopes regarding this point to take the role of the pioneer
opening the new road for this field. As addressed
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including China for this research is believed

previously,

to provide more accurate results for the performances that
might be changed over a decade due to environmental

changes. Lastly, this research also challenges an

assumption whether historical stock performances is
similar to future stock performances.

Limitations of the Study

Limitations of this study include the fact that the
"infinitive" number of variables can be included to
provide more detailed analyses.

Previous studies have

included cost of transactions, the impact of currency,
inflation, and so forth as factors to provide better

analyses. However, a thousand of possible variables can be
included to provide better analyses, limiting the study.

Possible variables that can be included in this research
are the impact of currency, transaction costs,
countries,

economy of

social factors, cultural norms, uncertainties,

regulations,

and so forth which influence the stock

performances but which may not be measured in quantity.

Another limitation of the study is that continuous efforts
on the study are needed to provide updated information.

This is highly because as addressed previously, historical

performances of stock markets do not represent the
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performances of future stock markets. As time goes,
environment changes, and new studies are always needed.

However, it is still believed that well-analyzed studies

for this topic still provide the picture of relationships
of the stock movements in the markets.

Major Hypothesis
In this field of research, theorists argue that if

there is a high correlation between two markets, investors

can use the performance of one market as a predictor of
the other market. The major hypothesis in this research is

the brief that every investors the same accessibility to
the publicly available information at the same time

(Jason

Van Bergen). This may not be true, however. Different

investors have different magnitude of accessibility to the
publicly available information. And even if it is assumed
that all investors can access to the same information, the

timing may differ depending on a location, interconnection
with other people,

and so on. Furthermore, being able to

obtain the same information doesn't mean that all

investors interpret the same information in the same
manner.

People have different perceptions against

information, and they do interpret things differently.

17

Definition of the Terms
«

The efficient market hypothesis: The efficient market

hypothesis is a widely-used term to reflect how
efficiently markets incorporate information in stock
prices.

In the weak form of the efficient market

hypothesis, all historically available information is
believed to be fully and instantaneously incorporated
into the stock market. An implication of the weak-form

market hypothesis is that no trade can earn excess
return based on historically available information.

In

the semi-strong market hypothesis, all publicly
available information is believed to be fully and

instantaneously incorporated into the stock price. An

implication of this research is that no trade can earn
excess return based on publicly available information.

In the strong form market hypothesis, all information,
whether public or private, are believed to be fully and
instantaneously incorporated into stock price. An

implication of the strong form market hypothesis is
that no trader including insiders can earn excess
return since all information has been already
incorporated into stock price.
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S&Pto_c: Open-close returns of S&P 500
TSEto_c: Open-close returns of Nikkei 225

SSEto-c: Open-close returns of SSE Composite

®

S&Pt_i°”c: Open-close returns of S&P 500 at a previous
day

•

TSEt-i°_c: Open-close returns of Nikkei 225 at a previous
day

®

SSEt-io_c: Open-close returns of SSE Composite at a

previous day
S&Ptc_0: Close-open overnight returns of S&P 500 at the
current time

TSEtc~°: Close-open overnight returns of Nikkei 225 at
the current time

SSEtc_o: Close-open overnight returns of SSE Composite
at the current time

•

TSE: Tokyo Stock Exchange or Nikkei 225

•

S&P: S&P 500

•

SSE: Shanghai Stock Exchange or SSE Composite Index
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CHAPTER TWO

EARLY STUDIES OF STOCK PERFORMANCES

Literature Review
As addressed above, the main idea is taken from the

paper "The Intertemporal Relation Between the United

States and Japanese Stock Markets" written by Kent G.
Becker, Joseph E. Finnerty, and Manoj Gupta

(1999). On

their paper, the two largest stock markets, NYSE and TSE,
have been used as the title shows. Their intension was to

identify the correlation coefficients between stock
markets of the United States and Japan. The researches

wondered whether there would be opportunities to make
arbitrage profits in one market by using the data of

another market. They also noticed that there was no
overlap between the two markets, NYSE and TSE. Tokyo is 14

hours ahead of New York. And there is 8 hours and 30

minutes difference between the close of the TSE and open
of the NYSE. The time line below provides an easier
understanding of the time difference between the stock
market of the United States and Japan. Tokyo Stock

exchange opens at 7:00 p.m. eastern standard time and
then,

closes at 1 a.m. eastern standard time. New York

Stock Exchange opens at 9:30 eastern standard time,
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and

closes at 4:00 p.m. eastern standard time. In other words,
while New York Stock Exchange is in active, Tokyo Stock
exchange is closed.

Figure 1 below is provided to help

understand the time series between NYSE and TSE.

■WaiM

Bl

BiiliiMt

Figure 1. Time Series between Tokyo Stock Exchange and New

York Stock Exchange

The paper applies opening and closing data for market
averages in the United States and Japan from 1985 to 1988
to study the synchronization of stock price movements. One
of the advantages to use opening and closing prices over

only closing data was that direct tests of market

efficiency could be conducted in which a simulated trader
in Japan buys or sells at the opening price, depending on

the performance in the U.S. stock market the previous day.
Another advantage was that the impact of the daily return
in one market on the overnight return can be identified.

On their research paper,

The Intertemporal Relation

Between the U.S. and Japanese Stock Markets, the following

steps were taken:

"Correlations between the open to close
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returns are computed for 1)

TSEto_c and S&Pt°_c, which tests

whether the Japanese market leads the U.S., and 2) TSEto_c
and S&Pt_i°’c, a test of the U.S. equities leading the
Japanese. To determine how the open to close result in one

market relates to the close to open in the other, the
following correlations are calculated:

1)

S&Pt-i0_c and

TSEtc_o, to determine how the performance in the U.S.
market affects the TSE close to open returns, and

2)

S&Ptc‘o and TSEtc~o"

Manoj Gupta A,

1990,

(Kent G. Becker,

Joseph E. Finerty,

The Intertemporal Relation Between

the U.S. and Japanese Stock Markets, The Hournal of
Finance, VOL. XLV, NO 4)

In my research paper, data for

stock prices of the markets were obtained from Yahoo
Finance,

information for currency exchange rates were

obtained from OANDA corporation.

1

Another research conducted by Gerald P. Dwyer, Jr.
and R.W. Hafer focused on linkages among stock market,
which stems from globalization of financial activities,

and they examined the relationships between the levels and

movements of stock price indexed among Germany,

Japan, the

United Kingdom, and the United States from July 1987 to
January 1988

(1988). They addressed the brief that the

stock movements since the "October crash" in 1987 mirrored

the fact that stock markets all over the world would not
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move in tandem. While many scholars emphasized the impact
of transaction costs, the scholars emphasized the opinion

that transaction costs associated with buying and selling

stocks are relatively small and unimportant due to
improvements in communication. As information technology

improved, it seemed that the advancement of such helped
corporations provide lower transaction costs, which would

be insignificant in this study. They concluded the levels
of stock price indexes differed depending on countries,

and their results indeed showed stock movements did not
need to be related to each other.
Analyses of the Currency Impact in International

Investment, a paper written by Anand Shetty and John

Manley, mainly examined the currency impact on investment
aspects such as volatility, correlations, and returns

while trying to identify the benefits of international

diversification. They included monthly data on stock
indices and exchange rates from 1988 to 1997 to conduct
the research. They noticed the point that investing in a

foreign stock market was not equivalent to buying stocks
in a foreign market. One of their focal points was that

investing in a foreign stock market was affected by the

performance of the foreign stock market and the foreign
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currency. Through their research, the importance of the

currency impact was highlighted.
The difference between their study and previous

studies, which they emphasized, was the fact that they put
more focus on the impact of currency.
A research paper written by Joseph E.

Finnerty and

Thomas Schneeweis analyzed the weekly comovement of

international equity and long-term bon returns for nine
countries. Results of their paper revealed low
correlations between U.S. and foreign stock markets and

pointed the importance of adjusting for exchange rate

movement before analyzing, which my paper did.
Another research conducted by a CFA, Eric Brandhorst,
pointed the fact that few investors questioned the value
of international diversification around 1990s. However,

currently people are better educated, and realize that

investing internationally would provide risk

diversifications as long as stocks held internationally
are not perfectly correlated. He has tested whether
international diversifications have worked with analyses
of annual returns, risk, wealth, and correlations. His

research revealed the fact that while correlations between

U.S. and international markets averaged 0.5 over decades,
his research showed the correlation ranged from 0.1 to 0.8
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(Eric Brandhorst,

2002). He pointed the brief that the

correlation between the U.S. and non-U.S. markets moved
closely together when unusual market activities such as

the 1987 crash, the Gulf War, and the 1999-2000 technology
bubble happened. Overall, his conclusion remarked the fact

that international diversification worked (Eric
Brandhorst, 2002).
A research paper written by Patricia Chelley-Steeley,

Explaining volatility and serial correlation in opening

and closing returns: A study of the FT-30 components,
studied the performance of opening and closing returns
(2005). The author emphasized the difference between the
speed of closing and opening returns adjusting to new
information that causes the difference in return

performance and remarked a conclusion that opening returns
were likely to be over-reaction while closing returns

tended to be under-reaction.
These reviews of literatures show that most of the

research papers has used annual, monthly or weekly

returns, even though there were still some studies that
used daily returns. And most commonly, many of early
studies show insignificant correlations between the U.S.
stock performances and international stock performances.

This research study uses daily returns to provide more
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detailed analyses which focused specifically on

performances of the stock indexes.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGIES

Conceptual Frameworks for the Analyses
This study applies similar methodologies that early

studies have applied. On early studies,

researches have

been done basing on local currency and common currency.
Advantages of the methodologies included providing two

possible results that stemmed from the fact that different
countries use a different unit of currency. Another point
this study mentions is that to increase the accuracy of

this study, this study uses only days when stock markets
of both tested countries were operated.

In other words,

even weekdays, due to different culture and different

governmental systems, each nation had different holidays
that were not holidays for other countries.

For example,

holidays for new years in Japan are longer than holidays

for new years in America. To remove distortions that might
be created by such different culture norms,

I used only

days when the stock markets of tested countries,

say, both

Japan and U.S., operated were used. And to implement

regression analyses, confidence level, which is used to.
indicate the reliability of an estimate,

is set at 95%

since estimating the parameter by a single value in this
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research is almost impossible. The coefficient of

determination, or R-square, is also computed to show the
proportion of variability in the data implemented that

could be explained by the statistical model.

In other

words, the coefficient of determination explains how much
of variability in the data can be reasonably and logically

explained by the statistical model, and the higher the
coefficient of determination, the more accurately
deviation in the data are reasonably explained. The

following explanation for R2 is also provided by

Wikipedia:

"R2 is a statistic that will give some

information about the goodness of fit of a model.

In

regression, the R2 coefficient of determination is a
statistical measure of how well the regression line
approximates the real data points. An R2 of 1.0 indicates

that the regression line perfectly fits the data.

In some

instances where R2 is used, predictors are calculated by
ordinary least-squares regression: that is, by minimizing
SSE. In this case R-squared increases as we increase the

number of variables in the model

(R-squared will not

decrease). 'This illustrates a drawback to one possible use
of R , where one might try to include more variables in

the model until "there is no more improvement." This leads
to the alternative approach of looking at the adjusted R2
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The explanation of this statistic I almost the same as

R-squared but it penalizes the statistic as extra
variables are included in the model."(Wikipedia)

Standard

errors, which show the differences between estimated
values of standard deviation and true values of standard

deviation, are also listed. Total of sixteen regression
analyses were implemented with correlation for each test.

Another important point is that Shanghai also has no
overlap hours. Shanghai is 13 hours ahead of New York. And
there is 7 hours and 30 minutes difference between the

close of the SSE and open of the NYSE. The time line below
provides the time difference between the U.S.

stock market

and Shanghai stock market. Shanghai Stock exchange opens

at 6:00' p.m. eastern standard time and then,

closes at 12

a.m. eastern standard time. New York Stock Exchange opens
at 9:30 eastern standard time, and closes at 4:00 p.m.

eastern standard time. In other words, while New York
Stock Exchange is in active,

Shanghai Stock exchange is

closed. Figure 2 is provided to help you understand the
time series between NYSE and SSE.
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Figure -2. Time Series between New York Stock Exchange and

Shanghai Stock Exchange

On my paper the following steps are taken:

Methodologies Based on Local Currency
1)

Daily open prices and close prices of Nikkei 225, S&P
500,

and SSE from November 1, 2001 up to the current

' data, which was January 29, 2008 were obtained from

Yahoo Finance.
2)

(A closing pricet - A open pricet)

is used to provide

daily returns of each stock market for the period of
time, "t" stands for time,

so to know a daily return

of the stock markets on January 1,

2008,

a open price of S&P 500 on January 1,

I subtracted

2008 from a

close price of S&P 500 on January 1, 2008. Thus, this

step provides daily returns of all three stock

markets during the period of time in terms of dollar
amount. To increase the accuracy of this study,

I

used only days when stock markets of both tested
countries were operated, which is different from
early studies that used weekdays. The reason why I
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used only days when the tested countries operated was
because even weekdays, there were days when only one

of two tested countries operated.
3)

Overnight close-to-open returns are calculated by
taking a close price of a stock index at the previous

day and an open price of a stock index at the current
!

time, and subtracting the open price from the close
price.

4)

Regressions are used to determine the relations among
the stock markets.

5)

Excel function is used to identify a correlation of

each test.

Methodologies Based on Common Currency
1)

Daily open prices and close prices of Nikkei 225,

S&P

500, and SSE from November 1, 2001 up to the current

data, which was January 29, 2008 were obtained from
Yahoo Finance.

2)

Each collected data for open prices and close prices

are converted to either Japanese Yen or Chinese Yuan.
3)

After converting the currency U.S. dollar to either

Japanese Yen or Chinese Yuan,

(A closing pricet - A

open pricet)/A open pricet is used to provide daily
returns of the stock markets for the period of time.
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t = Time, so to know a daily return of January 1,
2008,

I subtracted a open price of January 1,

from a close price of January 1,

2008

2008, and then,

divided the result by the open price of January 1,
2008 where t is equal to January 1,

4)

2008.

Overnight close-to-open returns are calculated by

taking a close price of a stock index at the previous
day and a open price of a stock index at the current

time, and subtracting the open price from the close

price.

5)

' Regressions are used to determine the relations among
the stock market

6)

Excel function is used to identify a correlation of
each test.
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CHAPTER FOUR

FINDINGS AND RESULTS

Tests Based on Local Currencies

Regression Analyses between S&Pt°~c and TSEt°~c
This analysis tests whether the Japanese market at

the current period influences the U.S. market at the
current period. A regression is used with Nikkei as the

independent variable and S&P 500 as the dependent variable

at the confidence level of 95%, and to do the regression
analyses,

returns were computed based on local currency.

Data were obtained from Yahoo Finance.

Table 7. Analyses of S&Pt° c = otj + PjTSEt° c + 8j Based on

Local Currency
S&Pt°’c = OCj + pjTSEt°’c +

Sj

Multiple R

0.00919

Independent Variables

R Square

8.45E-05

0.353476653

Adjusted R square

-0.00059

(-0.47186583)

Standard Error

11.2726

0.72378154

Correlations

0.009194

(-0.63709221)

Observations

1480

0.000810991

F

0.124946

(-0.13833721)

Significance F

0.72378154

df

SS

MS

Regression

1

15.87705239

15.87705239

Residual

1478

187811.7861

127.0715738

t Stat

P-value
Coefficients

Total
1479
187827.6632
Source: Yahoo Finance. Intercept is in parentheses.
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From observations above, this regression reveals the point
that the Japan stock market has only a little impact on

the performances of the U.S. stock market because as the

slope of the regression, coefficient of the independent
variable, or TSEt°~c' has only a small impact of

0.000810991 with the performances of the U.S.

stock

market, or S&Pto_c. Figure 3 is provided to help better

understand the magnitude of a change in S&Pto_c,

showing a

small change in S&P per one unit change in TSE. Also

notice that the correlation between the performances of
the stock indices was only 0.009194. In an earlier study
completed by Kent G. Becker, Joseph E.

Finnerty, and Manoj

Gupta, (1990) the correlations of TSEt°’c and S&Pt°”c showed

that the Japan market had a slight impact on the S&P 500

as well. In their research that tested the correlations
between TSEt0_c and S&Pt0_c,

it was 0.0829 of correlations

when days that might distort their research results were
excluded. Even though this research that tested
relationships between TSEt°~c and S&Pto_c from November 1,
2001 to January 29,

2008 showed a smaller correlations,

the basic conclusion that the Japan market has a slight

impact on the S&P 500 seems unchanged. In other words, the
efficient market hypothesis is supported in the sense that
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traders or technical analysts can't use the performance of

TSEt0-c as a predictor of the performance of S&Pt° c.

The Magnitude of Correlation Coefficients
Between TSEto-c and S&Pto-c
0.16

------------------- '----------------------'------------ '--------------------------- ■---------------- ■----------- ;

0.155--------------------------- ■------------------- ■-------- —-------- -- ---------------------------------

0.135 j-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -I
:.--------- - -------------------:'

0.13

Independent variables

Figure 3. The Magnitude of Correlation Coefficients

between TSEto_c and S&Pt0_c

Also notice that P value,
alpha,

0.05.

This

0.72378154,

indicates

the null

is greater than the
hypothesis,

or the

efficient market hypothesis in this test is statistically

supported.
Regression Analyses between S&Pt°~c and SSEt°~c
To test whether SSEt0_c lead S&Pt0-c for the local

currency, a regression is used with SSE as the independent
variable and S&P 500 as the dependent variable at the

confidence level of 95%, and to do the regression
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analyses, returns were computed based on local currencies.

Data were obtained from Yahoo Finance.

Table 8. Analyses of S&Pt° c = ac + pcSSEt° c + sc Based on
Local Currency
S£Pt° c = ac + PcSSEt0-c + sc

t Stat
P -value
Coefficients

Multiple R

0.2736

Independent variable

R Square

0.0749

11.26531857

Adjusted R square

0.0743

(-1.01395677)

Standard Error

10.754

2.31E-28

Correlations

0.2736

(-0.31075981)

Observations

1570

0.194814979

F

126.9074

(-0.27524697)

Significance F

2.31E-28

df

SS

MS

Regression

1

14676.55445

14676.55

Residual

1568

181335.6584

115.6477

Total
1569
196012.2128
Source: Yahoo Finance. Intercept is in parentheses.

As shown in Table 8, the correlation between SSEto_c and

S&Pt°~c from November 1, 2001 to January 29,

2007 was much

higher than correlation between TSEt0_c and S&Pto_c. While
the correlation between TSEt0_c and S&Pt°”c was 0.009194 for

the local currency, the regression analysis showed the

correlation between SSEto-c and S&Pt°”c was 0.2736. There
are possible explanations for the higher correlations

between SSEt0_c and S&Pt0_c. As addressed in the
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introduction,

environment has tremendously changed over

the past decade. China has begun to get involved with

world-wide trading. And especially the United States and
China have strong relationships through trading.

Furthermore, over decades, world integration has been
intensified, and China has started being involved with

world economy in depth especially in terms of trade flows.
With these said, we can notice that if performances of
corporations in the United States are not desirable, they
must reduce the amount of exports, which negatively

influences the performances of China corporations. So,
they are related to each other in some extent. On the

other hand, the P, 2.31E-28, substantiates the null
hypothesis is rejected in this test. Since P value doesn't

exceed the alpha, the results are only 5% likely to happen

as shown on the table, suggesting the efficient market
hypothesis is supported.
Regression Analyses between TSEt°~c and S&Pt-i°~c

A regression analysis is implemented to test whether

the lagged U.S. return leads Japan. And it will reveal the
correlations between returns of TSEt0_c and returns of
S&Pt_i°-c. Data are obtained from Yahoo Finance. The

regression analysis is implemented with S&P as the

independent variable and TSE at the dependent variable.
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The confidence level is set at 95% to have consistency in

this research. Returns are computed based on local
currency of the United States and Japan. Data were
obtained from Yahoo Finance.

Table 9. Analyses of TSEt° c = ocus + pusS&Pt-i° c + sUs Based
on Local Currency
TSEt°’c = aus+ pU£5S&Pt-i° c + Sus

Multiple R

0.068252

Independent Variables

R Square

0.004658

2.629182504

Adjusted R square

0.003984

(-1.281183738)

Standard Error

127.5438

0.008647867

Correlations

0.068252187

(-0.20033025)

Observations

1479

0.773829318

F

6.912600637

(-4.249286049)

Significance F

0.008647867

df

SS

MS

Regression

1

112450.2036

112450.2036

Residual

1477

24026984.84

16267.42372

t Sta t

P-value
Coefficients

Total
1478
24139435.04
Source: Yahoo Finance. Intercept is in parentheses.

The observations in table 9 show that the performance of
open-close returns in U.S. market at a previous day has a

slight impact on the Japan market at the current period.
The correlation between the stock indices was 0.068252187,
as shown above. Also notice that the slope shows an

insignificant impact of the U.S. market on the Japanese
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market. The results of t statistics shows that it is above
2 standard deviations above the mean approximately,

and

the differences between means are less likely to happen,

indicating it might happen by chance.
Regression Analyses between SSEt°~c and S&Pt-i°~c
A regression analysis is implemented to test how the

performance of S&P 500 at a previous day influences the

performances of SSE at the current period. The regression

analysis is implemented with S&P as the independent
variable and SSE at the dependent variable. The confidence

level is set at 95% to have consistency in this research.
Returns are computed based on local currency of the United
States and Shanghai.
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Table 10. Analyses of SSEt0_c = ocus + 0usS&Pt-i° c + sus Based
on Local Currency
SSEt° c — aus + pusS&Pt-i° c + eus

Multiple R

0.021393664

Independent variable

R Square

0.000457689

-0.847069567

Adjusted R Square

-0.00018018

(-0.789571478)

Standard Error

15.70063051

0.397085696

Correlations

-0.021393664

(-0.429897525)

Observations

1569

-0.030042528

F

0.717527

(-0.313021744)

Significance F

0.397085696

df

SS

MS

Regression

1

176.8773995

176.8773995

Residual

1567

386280.854

246.5097983

t Sta t

P-value
Coefficients

Total
1568
386457.7314
Source: Yahoo Finance. Intercept in parentheses.

The test 4 for local currency shows that the performance
of S&Pt-io_c has a slight impact on the performance of
SSEt0_c. And movements of their stock indices are slightly

negative, t statistics and P value show that the
coefficients is positioned 0.847069567 standard deviations

below the mean with a relatively high likelihood, assuming

the normal distribution. And in this, results of F value
and P value accept the null hypothesis, or the efficient

market hypothesis given the low correlation. While t

statistic and P value suggest a relatively high

reliability of the coefficient, the results of R square
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indicate that there are some other variables that
potentially influence the results. The upward trend of

investments in China may be an explanation for this
result. As the economy of China has surged, more and more
money have been invested in China. In other words, this

intensified relationships between China and the U.S.

requires that more variables be included. The fiqure 2

below is provided to show the rising trend of U.S. direct
investments in China from 1990 to 2004. The figure 4 below
was obtained from USCBC, or The US-China Business Council.

Figure 4. United States Direct Investment in China,

1990-2004

($ Billions)

Regression Analyses between S&Ptc~° and TSEt°~c

Correlations coefficients are computed for daily

close to open local returns in S&P 500, or S&Ptc_o against

the open to close returns in Nikkei 225, TSEt°~c. This
regression tests the effect of the Japan daily returns on
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the U.S. overnight performances. If the market is
efficient,

all publicly available information should be

instantaneously incorporated into the stock price. And by

the time the market in the United States is opened over a
night, the performance of the Japan market should be
incorporated into the open price of the U.S. market. The
regression is implemented with Nikkei as the independent
variable and S&P 500 as the dependent variable at the

confidence level of 95%, and to do the regression

analyses, returns were computed based on local currency.

Table 11. Analyses of S£Ptc ° = aj + PjTSEt° c + 8j Based on
Local Currency
S&Ptc'° = OCj + pjTSEto’c + sj

Multiple R

0.173403774

Independent variable

R Square

0.030068869

6.79012467

Adjusted R square

0.029412623

(-0.853016132)

Standard Error

0.783124847

1.86E-11

Correlations

0.173403774

(-0.393788571)

Observations

1480

0.001078916

F

45.81953

(-0.017373389)

Significance F

1.86E-11

df

SS

MS

Regression

1

28.10041

28.10041

Residual

1478

906.4345

0.613285

Total

1479

934.5349

t Sta t
P-value

Coefficients

Source: Yahoo Finance.

Intercept is in parentheses.
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The observations in table 11 show that the performances of

Nikkei 225, or TSEt°~c, have a moderate impact on the

subsequent daily U.S. returns, or S&Ptc_o as demonstrated

by the correlations. This result supports the efficient
market hypothesis. It seems that only unexpected portion
of new information that randomly arrives has influenced

the overnight returns of the U.S. market at the current

period so that the coefficients between TSEto_c and S&Ptc“°

have been low as well. A comparison of P value with the
alpha shows the moderate correlation might not be
explained by real effects. Thus, the results show the null

hypothesis is rejected,

and it suggests accepting another

alternative that the stock indices are relatively less

correlated, supporting the efficient market.

Regression Analyses between S&Ptc~° and SSEt°~c
Regressions and correlations

are

computed for daily

close to open local returns in S&P 500,

or S&Ptc_o against

the open to close returns in Shanghai Stock market, SSEt°’c.

This

regression

tests

the

effect

of

the

Shanghai

daily

returns on the U.S. overnight performances. The regression
is implemented with Shanghai as the independent variable and

S&P 500 as the dependent variable at the confidence level of
95%,

and

to

do

the

regression

computed based on local currency.
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analyses,

returns

were

Table 12. Analyses of S&Ptc 0 = ac + PcSSEt° c + sG Based on
Local Currency
S&Ptc-° = ac + PcSSEt°-c + EC

Multiple R

0.081261488

Independent variable

R Square

0.006603429

3.227438226

Adjusted R square

0.005969481

(-1.07192744)

Standard Error

0.776571068

0.001274857

Correlation

0.081261488

(-0.283917683)

Observations

1569

0.004031699

F

10.4163575

(-0.021019628)

Significance F

0.001274857

df

SS

MS

Regression

1

6.281716

6.281716

Residual

1567

944.9991

0.603063

t Sta t

P-value
Coefficients

Total
1568
951.2808
Source: Yahoo Finance. Intercept i s parentheses.

Observations above show that as expected, the Shanghai
stock market has a slight impact on overnight returns of
S&P 500 as indicated by the results. The results show

close-to-open returns of S&P can move only 0.004031699 per
one change in open-to-close return. As random walk theory

says, autocorrelation or serial correlation between
returns of both markets seemed close to zero. This point
is further supported by the result of correlations. Notice

that the correlation is only 0.081261488.
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Regression Analyses between TSEtc~° and S&Pt-i°~c

Regressions and correlations are computed to measure
the influences of the lagged U.S. returns on the overnight

return in Japan. This regression tests if the daily
returns of performances in U.S., or S&Pt-i°~c influenced the

stock performances of Japan over night, or TSEtc_o.

If the

market hypothesis is supported, all publicly available
information should be instantaneously incorporated into

the open price of Nikkei 225 so that traders or technical

analysts cannot make arbitrage profits by developing
trading theory based on a performance of one market. The
regression is implemented with S&P 500 as the independent

variable and Nikkei as the dependent variable at the
confidence level of 95%, and to do the regression

analyses, returns were computed based on local currency.

S&Pt-io_c are incorporated into the stock performances of

Japan over night,

or TSEtc~°.
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Table 13. Analyses of TSEtc 0 = aus + pusS&Pt-i° c + 8US Based
on Local Currency
TSEtC ° - Clus + PusS&Pt-l° C + eus

Multiple R

0.724777603

Independent variable

R Square

0.525302574

40.44208548

Adjusted R square

0.524981398

(-3.598519862)

Standard Error

54.12869792

2.13E-241

Correlations

0.724777603

(-0.000330591)

Observations

1480

5.051143369

F

1635.562

(-5.063509308)

Significance F

2.13E-241

df

SS

MS

Regression

1

4792060

4792060

Residual

1478

4330416

2929.916

t Stat

P-value
Coefficients

Total
1479
9122476
Source: Yahoo Finance. Intercept is in parentheses.

Here,

results of this test show tha't the performance of

the U.S. in the previous trading day has a major impact on
the overnight returns of the Nikkei 225 in the current

period. The high correlations show that as the

performances of S&PO_C at a previous day move up and down,
the performances of TSEC_O at the current time tend to move
up and down as well. The result of coefficients is

extraordinary high, indicating a strong impact of the
S&P 500 returns on overnight Nikkei 225 returns in the
current period. However, notice that results of P value

and Significance F still support the efficient market
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hypothesis. P value shows an extraordinary small

percentage that results would deviate from the mean as
much as shown on the table, and the relations between the
two stock indices cannot be explained by real effects,

rejecting the null hypothesis.

Regression Analyses between SSEtc~° and S&Pt-i°~c

Regressions and correlations are computed to measure
the influences of the lagged U.S. returns on the overnight

return in the Shanghai stock market. This regression tests
if the daily returns of performances in U.S., or S&Pt-io_c

influenced the stock performances of Shanghai over a
night, or SSEtc_o.

If the market hypothesis is supported,

all publicly available information should be

instantaneously incorporated into the open price of the

Shanghai market so that traders or technical analysts
cannot make arbitrage profits by developing trading theory

based on a performance of one market. The regression is
implemented with S&P 500 as the independent variable and

SSE as the dependent variable at the confidence level of

95%, and to do the regression analyses,

computed based on local currency.
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returns were

Table 14. Analyses of SSEtc ° = ccus + pusS&Pt-i° c + Sus Based
on Local Currency
SSEtc’° = aus+ p^S&Pt-!0’0 + eus
Multiple R

0.018131146

Independent variable

R Square

0.000328738

-0.71784576

Adjusted R square

-0.00030921

(-0.761486588)

Standard Error

7.171126262

0.472959396

Correlations

-0.018131146

(-0.44648107)

Observations

1569

-0.011628369

F

0.515303

(-0.137884545)

Significance F

0.472959396

df

SS

MS

Regression

1

26.49946

26.49946

Residual

1567

80583.06

51.42505

Total
1568
Source: Yahoo Finance

80609.56

t Stat

P-value
Coefficients

In contrast to the effect of returns of S&P 500 at a
previous day on overnight returns of Nikkei 225, this

result shows the performance of the U.S. in the previous
trading day has a slight impact on overnight returns of
the Shanghai stock market, as the correlations show. But
as the coefficient of determination explains,

in this

regression analysis, there are variables that could not be

explained by the statistical model. This indicates there
are potential factors that distort the results but that

cannot be explained by the model. My opinion to this point
is that because unlike Japan, even though China has been
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developing rapidly,

since China is not a stable-developed

country, there are ambiguous uncertainties associated with

performances of Chinese corporations except effect of S&P
500 performances. Nevertheless, overall, the results of P
value and F statistics highly support the null hypothesis
in this test,

supporting the efficient market.

Tests Based on a Common Currency

Regression Analyses between S&Pt°~c and TSEt°~c
To test whether TSEto_c leads S&Pt°~c,

a regression is

used with Nikkei as the independent variable and S&P 500 as

the dependent variable at the confidence level of 95%, and
to do the regression analyses, returns were computed based
on a common currency.

converting

The common currency was computed by

dollar-based-daily

yen-based-daily returns.
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returns

of

S&P

500

to

Table 15. Analyses of S£Pt° c = otj + PjTSEt° c + Sj Based on
Common Currency
S£Pt°“c = Otj + pjTSEt0^ + £j

Multiple R

0.007334828

Independent variable>

R Square

5.38E-05

0.28199333

Adjusted R square

-0.00062275

(-0.463586)

Standard Error

1324.3194

0.77798811

Correlations

0.007334828

(-0.6430126)

Observations

1480

0.07600859

F

0.07952

(-15.966854)

Significance F

0.777988105

df

SS

MS

Regression

1

139464.3316

139464.3

Residual

1478

2592148729

1753822

t Stat

P-value
Coefficients

Total
1479
2592288193
Source: Yahoo Finance, OANDA.com . Intercept is in parentheses.

The first finding in this test is that correlations for
the common currency are slightly lower than local

currency, which has been identified in early studies as

well. An early paper,

The Intertemporal Relation Between

the U.S. and Japanese Stock Markets, showed the
correlations for the common currency returns were slightly

lower than the local currency as well.

In the early

research, the correlations between TSEt°”c and S&Pt0-c for
the common currency were 0.0463 when Oct.

83 was excluded

and 0.0893 when Oct. 83 was included. Thus, both of our
studies still show the common result that the performances
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of TSEt°.c have a slight impact on S&Pt° c regardless of

common currency or local currency.

Relationships among fluctuations of
S&P.0SEt0C

inn
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Figure 5. Relationships among Fluctuations of S&Pt° c
Returns over TSEto_c

Figure 5 is attached to provide a picture of how S&P°~C
returns have fluctuated over the period of time in

relation to TSEO_C returns. The horizontal line represents

the time period with open-to-close TSE returns in relation
to the vertical line as the fluctuations of open-to-close

S&P returns.
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Relationships among fluctuations of
TSEt0 C returns over S&Pt0 C

S&P Ret.

Figure 6. Relationships among Fluctuations of TSEt°c
Returns over S&Pto_c

Figure 6 is attached to provide a picture of how TSEO_C
returns have fluctuated over the period of time in

relation to S&PO_C returns. So, the horizontal line

represents time period with open-to-close returns in S&P.

And the vertical line represents open-to-close returns of
TSE. A comparison of Figure 5 with 6 mirrors the fact that
movements of TSEO_C returns are not closely identical to
movements of S&PO_C returns over the period. The figures

are offered to mirror a visual aid for the movements that
show a low correlation between the returns. Also notice
that P value,

hypothesis,

0.77798811, highly supports the null

supporting the efficient market hypothesis.
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Regression Analyses between S&Pt° c and SSEt° c
To test whether the Shanghai stock market leads the

U.S., a regression is used with SSE as the independent

variable and S&P 500 as the dependent variable at the
confidence level of 95%, and to do the regression

analyses, returns were computed based on a common
currency. The common currency was computed by converting
dollar-based-daily returns of S&P 500 to Yuan-based-daily

returns.

Table 16. Analyses of S&Pt° c = ac + pcSSEt° c +sc Based on
Common Currency

S&Pt0_c = ac + PcSSEt0_c + 8C
Multiple R

0.25938873

Independent variable

R Square

0.06728251

10.63528355

Adjusted R square

0.06668767

(-1.027864983)

Standard Error

86.7065987

1.48E-25

Correlations

0.25938873

(-0.304171874)

Observations

1570

1.4828988

F

113.1093

(-2.249690354)

Significance F

1.48E-25

df

SS

MS

Regression

1

850359.263

850359.263

Residual

1568

11788277.72

7518.034262

t Stat
P-value

Coefficients

Total
1569
12638636.99
Source: Yahoo Finance, and OANDA.com. Intercept is in parentheses.
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Again, we find that correlations for common currency are
lower than those for local currency. The correlations show

moderate impact of S&P 500 returns on SSE. A possible

explanation for this regression analysis is that as
addressed above, China and the United States are so much
involved with each other through trading. Figure 6 below
provides the picture of how the returns are clustred.

Cluster Analysis for
correlation coefficients
between SSEto-c and S&Pto_c
600 -

Indepdent Variables

Figure 7. Cluster Analysis for Correlation Coefficients

between SSEto_c and S&Pto_c

As we can notice that from figure 7 above, the variables

between SSEt0-c and S&Pt0_c are clustered at the center,
which indicates high correlations. On the other hand,

notice that while the result of correlations reject the
efficient market,

P value and Significance F still reject
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the null hypothesis, supporting the efficient market

hypothesis.

Regression Analyses between TSEt°~c and S&Pt-i°~c
A regression analysis is implemented to test if there

are correlations between returns of TSE in the current
period and returns of NYSE at a previous day. In contrast
to the test 3 implemented based on local currencies, the

daily returns of S&P 500 is converted to Yen denomination.
This test identifies whether the performances of S&Pt-io_c

can be used a predictor of performances of TSEto_c. The

regression analysis is implemented with S&P as the

independent variable and TSE at the dependent variable.

The confidence level is set at 95% to have consistency in

this research. Returns are computed based on a common
currency.
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Table 17. Analyses of TSEt° c = aus + pusS&Pt-io c + sus Based
on Common Currency
TSEt°’c = aus+ PusS&Pt-i°’c + Sus

Multiple R

0.068146184

R Square

0.004643902

2.62508004

Adjusted R square

0.003969998

(-1.280813313)

Standard Error

127.5447374

0.008752263

Correlations

0.068146184

(-0.200460325)

Observations

1479

0.006576582

F

6.891045216

(-4.248082427)

Significance F

0.008752263

df

SS

MS

Regression

1

112101.1808

112101.1808

Residual

1477

24027333.86

16267.66003

Independent variable z

t Stat

P-value
Coefficients

1478
Total
24139435.04
Source: Yahoo Finance, and OANDA.com. Intercept is in parentheses.

The results of TSEto_c and S&Pto-c for local currency and a

common currency show a slight impact of S&Pt_i°_c: on TSEto_c.

Notice that the correlation decreased for common currency

again. And the correlations are only 0.068146184. And the

slope is only 0.0065765,82.

Therefore the results show

relatively less integration between the two stock indices,
supporting the efficient market hypothesis.

Regression Analyses between SSEt°~c andS&Pt-i°~c
A regression analysis is implemented to test the
correlations between returns of SSE at t = 0 and returns
of NYSE at t = -1, and regressions are run as well.
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In

contrast to test 4 implemented based on local currencies
the daily returns of S&P 500 is converted to Yuan

denomination. The regression analysis is implemented with
S&P as the independent variable and SSE at the dependent

variable. The confidence level is set at 95% to have
consistency in this research. Returns are computed based
on a common currency. Data were obtained from Yahoo

Finance.

Table 18. Analyses of SSEt° c = aus + pusS&Pt-i° c + 8US Based
on Common Currency

SSEt° C - OCus + PusS&Pt-l° C + Sus
Multiple R

0.018738102

Independent variable

R Square

0.000351116

-0.74188461

Adjusted R square

-0.00028682

(-0.790940817)

Standard Error

15.70146749

0.458268429

Correlations

-0.018738102

(-0.42909822)

Observations

1569

-0.003276875

F

0.550392774

(-0.313585905)

Significance F

0.458268429

df

SS

MS

Regression

1

135.6916779

135.6916779

Residual

1567

386322.0397

246.5360815

Total

1568

386457.7314

t Stat

P-value
Coefficients

Source: Yahoo Finance, 0ANDA.com.

Intercept is in parentheses.

This analysis tests whether traders or technical analysts
can use performances of S&Pt-i°_c to predict performances of
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computed based on a common currency. Data were obtained

from Yahoo Finance.

Table 19. Analyses of S&Ptc ° = otj + PjTSEt° c + 8j Based on
Common Currency

S&Ptc 0 = ocj+ pjTSEto’c + Sj
Multiple R

0.159908696

Independent variable

R Square

0.025570791

6.052567539

Adjusted R square

0.024872776

(-0.960396598)

Standard Error

89.09202097

1.83E-09

Correlations

0.159908696

(-0.3370219590)

Observations

1398

0.112189467

F

36.63357

(-2.289734218)

Significance F

1.83E-09

df

SS

MS

Regression

1

290774.9

290774.9

Residual

1396

11080594

7937.388

t Stat

P-value
Coefficients

Total
1397
Source: Yahoo Finance, OANDA.com..

11371369
Intercept is in parentheses.

This test shows that the impact of TSE open-close returns

is insignificant as indicated by the results. Notice that
their correlations are only 0.159908696,

and their slope

is also insignificant, indicating a small change in S&Ptc_o

per change in TSEt0_c.

Regression Analyses between S&Ptc~° and SSEt°~c

Regressions and correlations are computed for daily
close to open local returns in S&P 500, or S&Ptc-° against
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the open to close returns of the Shanghai market,

SSEt0_c.

This regression tests the effect of the Shanghai daily

returns on the U.S. overnight performances. The regression
is implemented with SSE as the independent variable and

S&P 500 as the dependent variable at the confidence level
of 95%, and to do the regression analyses,

returns were

computed based on a common currency.

Table 20. Analyses of S&Ptc ° = ac + pcSSEt° c + sc Based on

Common Currency
S&Ptc’° = ac + PcSSEto_c + SC

t Stat

P-value
Coefficients

Multiple R

0.0807088

Independent variable

R Square

0.0065139

•3.206364688

Adjusted R square

0.0058803

(-1.130216742)

Standard Error

5.8295911

0.001371335

Correlations

0.0807088

(-0.25855776)

Observations

1570

0.030058084

F

10.28077

Significance F 0.001371335

(-0.166316123)

df

SS

MS

Regression

1

349.3832

349.3832

Residual

1568

53287.12

33.98413

Total
1569
53636.5
Source: Yahoo Finance, 0ANDA.com. Intercept is in parentheses.

The observations show that as expected, the effect of the
daily returns of the Shanghai stock market on the U.S.
overnight performance is insignificant. In other words,
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how China markets perform at the current period has little

impact on how the U.S. market has performed over a night.

Notice that correlations between the stock indices are
only 0.08 approximately. On the other hand, R square shows

there are some potential factors that influence this test,
which can't be explained by this model.

Regression Analyses between TSEtc~° and S&Pt-i°~c
Correlations and regressions are computed to measure
the influences of the lagged U.S. returns, or S&Pt-i°-c, on
the overnight return in Japan, or TSEtc~°. So, this

regression tests if the daily returns of performances in
U.S., or S&Pt-io_c are incorporated into the stock
performances of Japan over night, or TSEtc_o based on a
common currency. Daily open-to-close returns of S&P 500
are converted to Japanese Yen. If the market hypothesis is
supported, all publicly available information should be

instantaneously incorporated into the open price of Nikkei

225 so that traders or technical analysts cannot make
arbitrage profits by developing trading theory based on a

performance of one market. The regression is implemented

with S&P 500 as the independent variable and Nikkei as the
dependent variable at the confidence level of 95%.
were obtained from Yahoo Finance.
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Data

Table 21. Analyses of TSEtc 0 = aus + pusS&Et-i°-c + 8US Based
on Common Currency
TSEtc’° = aus + pusS&Et-!0’0 + Eus
Multiple R

0.717489736

Independent variable

R Square

0.514791521

39.5994103

Adjusted R square

0.514463234

(-3.580720596)

Standard Error

54.72469281

2.30E-234

Correlations

0.717489736

(-0.000353742)

Observations

1480

0.042551399

F

1568.113

(-5.093915805)

Significance F

2.30E-234

df

SS

MS

Regression

1

4696173

4696173

Residual

1478

4426303

2994.792

t Stat

P-value
Coefficients

Total
1479
Source: Yahoo Finance, OANDA.com.

9122476
Intercept is in parentheses.

Like the results of test 7, results of this test show that

the performance of the U.S. in the previous trading day
has a major impact on the overnight returns of the Nikkei

225 in the current period for common currency as well. The
result of coefficients shows a strong impact of the S&P
500 returns on overnight Nikkei 225 returns in the current

period. But again, notice that about 50% of variability in
the data can be reasonably and logically explained by the
statistical model as is it shown. T statistics show it is

located 39.5994103 standard deviations above the means,

and P value says that the results happened highly due to
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chance, rejecting the null hypothesis that traders can

make arbitrage profits by using the stock index

performances of S&P 500 as a predictor of TSE in the
current period.

Regression Analyses between SSEtc~° and S&Pt-i°~c

Correlations and regressions are computed to measure

the influences of the lagged U.S. returns, or S&Pt-i°_c, on
the overnight return in Shanghai, or SSEtc_o.

So, this

regression tests if the daily returns of performances in
U.S., or S&Pt-i°_c influenced the stock performances of

Shanghai over a night, or TSEtc-° based on a common .
currency.

Daily open-to-close returns of S&P 500 are

converted to Chinese Yuan.

If the market hypothesis is

supported, all publicly available information should be

instantaneously incorporated into the open price of SSE so

that traders or technical analysts cannot make arbitrage
profits by developing trading theory based on a

performance of one market. The regression is implemented
with S&P 500 as the independent variable and SSE as the
dependent variable at the confidence level of 95%.
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Table 22. Analyses of SSEtc ° = aus + pusS&Pt_i°~c + £us Based
on Common Currency
SSEtc ° — aus+ pusS&Pt-i° c + Sus

t Stat

P-value

Coefficients

Multiple R

0.018000536

Independent variable

R Square

0.000324019

-0.712673006

Adjusted R square

-0.00031394

(-0.76191619)

Standard Error

7.171143188

0.476154228

Correlations

-0.018000536

(-0.446224697)

Observations

1569

-0.001437679

F

0.507902814

(-0.13796467)

Significance F

0.476154228

df

SS

MS

26.11905185

26.11905185

80583.43668

51.42529463

Regression

1

Residual

1567

.

Total
1568
Source: Yahoo Finance, OANDA.com.

80609.55573
Intercept is in parentheses.

This test shows a small impact of S&P returns at a
previous day on SSE overnight returns in the current

period. Notice the small correlations between the stock

indices. Coefficients also show a small change in SSE
overnight returns per a change in S&P returns at a
previous day. As we have often seen between SSE and S&P,
again, R square shows that there are some variables that

influence this result. T statistics show that it is
located 0.712673006 below the means, and P value says that
the difference between the means are influenced by real
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effects rather than by chance, supporting the accuracy of

the test.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSIONS OF FINDINGS

Discussions of Findings for Local Currency

1)

The impact of TSEto_c on S&Pt°”c: The Japan stock market
has only a little impact on the performances of the

U.S. stock market. The correlations resulted in

0.009194. This phenomenon is the same as an early

study in this field. In an early study that was
completed by Kent G. Becker, Joseph E. Finnerty, and

Manoj Gupta, the correlations of TSEt0_c and S&Pt0_c
showed that the Japan market had a slight impact on
the S&P 500 as well. In their study, the correlation
was 0.0829 when October 87 that possibly distorted

their study was excluded.
2)

The impact of SSEt0_c on S&Pt0_c: The correlation

between SSEto_c and S&Pto_c was much higher than

correlation between TSEt0_c and S&Pt°“c.

It was

considered "moderate correlation" in this study.
Possible explanations for the higher correlations

between SSEt0_c and S&Pt0_c were addressed previously.

But this study still supports the accuracy of the
efficient market hypothesis by rejecting the null

hypothesis, which is substantiated by P value, and
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Significance F. The statistical results say that we
should reject the null hypothesis in the test, and

because the results might happen by chance,

supporting

the efficient market hypothesis.

3)

The impact of S&Pt_io_c on TSEto_c: The result shows that

open-to-close returns in U.S. market at a previous day
has slight impacts on the Japan market at the current

period,

indicated by the correlations. In the original

study, their correlation was 0.2756. Even though the

correlation is higher than that in this study,

it

seems that both of the correlations are still below
"moderate."

4)

The impact of S&Pt-io_c on SSEto_c: The result showed the
performance of S&Pt-i°~c had a slight impact on the

performance of SSEto_c while it shows a negative
correlation,

-0.021393664. The accuracy of these

results is further supported by other statistics.
5)

The impact of TSEt°~c on the U.S. overnight returns or
S&Ptc_o: The correlation turned out to be 0.17

approximately. The analysis of TSEt0_c and S&Ptc_0
revealed how the daily returns of Nikkei 225
influenced against the open to close returns in Nikkei

225. This regression tests the effect of the Japan

daily returns on the U.S. overnight performances. A
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small correlation coefficient between TSEt0_c and
S&Ptc~° was identified. As the random walk theory
states, it seems that only unexpected portion of new

information has influenced the overnight returns of
the U.S. market at the current period. This was mainly

because the results of P value and other statistic

still reject the null hypothesis while the correlation
was moderate.

Specifically, the result of P value was

smaller than the Greek letter alpha,

indicating the

deviations from the means happen with probability of
only 5%.
6)

The impact of SSEto_c on the U.'S. overnight returns or
S&Ptc_o: A small correlation coefficient between SSEt0_c
and S£Ptc_0 was identified. The correlation was

0.081261488 as shown in table 12.

From test 5 and 6,

we can notice that both SSEt0_c and TSEto_c had a slight

impact on overnight returns of S&P 500 at t = 0.

7)

The impact of S&Pt-i°~c on TSEtc-°: A high correlation

coefficient was revealed in this analysis. The
correlation was 0.724777603. What the result provides

us is the fact that the performance, of S&P at the
previous day highly influenced the close-to-open price
of Nikkei 225 over a night. This doesn't signal

whether the result is good or not. However, because
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the performance of S&P at the previous day is highly
correlated to the close-to-open price of Nikkei 225
over a night,

it seemed that traders could use the

performances of S%P 500 at a previous day as a
predictor of over night performances in the Japan
stock market. However, more detailed analyses of

statistics still support the efficient market

hypothesis by rejecting the null hypothesis in the
test.

8)

The impact of S&Pt-i°~c on SSEtc_0: In contrast to the
effect of the U.S. market on overnight returns of

Nikkei 225, this result shows the performance of the
U.S. in the previous trading day has a slight impact

on overnight returns of the Shanghai stock market. The

correlation was -0.018131146. And the coefficient in
the regression analysis turned out to be -0.011628369.
An interpretation of the coefficient correlation is
that if returns of S&Pt-io_c fluctuated by 1 coefficient
in terms of dollar amount, the overnight returns of

the Shanghai stock market fluctuated by 0.01628369

coefficient to the opposite direction in terms of
Chinese Yuan. Because the fluctuations of the Shanghai

market were so small, our conclusion here would be
that the impact of S&Pt-i°~c on SSEtc_o is insignificant.
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Discussions of Findings for Common Currency

1)

The impact of TSEto_c on S&Pto_c: When returns of S&Pt0_c
are converted to Yen, the correlation coefficients
slightly decreased as found in early studies. And both

my study and early studies still show the common

result that the performances of TSEto_c have a slight
impact on S&Pto_c.

2)

The impact of SSEto_c on S&Pt0_c: The correlation was
0.25938873, which was slightly lower than one for
local currency. This trend of lower correlation for
common currency happens in test 1 as well. From early

studies, and this study,

it seems that the impact of

currency is to lower the correlation. Notice that
R-square ranges from 0.07487571'4 to 0.067282513. This
result signals the fact that there are uncertainties

that the statistical model can't reasonably explain.
The large variation between the results probably
represents the magnitude of impact of the currency.

Again, the moderate correlation indicating potential

for arbitrage profits by utilizing the sock index
performances was rejected by other statistical result

as explained previously.
3)

The impact of S&Pt-i0-c on TSEt0_c: As indicated by the
correlation,

0.068146184, the impact of S&Pt-io_c on
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TSEt°~c is small. The same conclusion was remarked on

test 3 for local currency.
4)

The impact of S&Pt-i°_c on SSEto”c: The correlations

resulted in -0.018738102,

indicating the lagged U.S.

return doesn't lead China as expected. Slight

co-movements of the stock indices are also identified
as the result of coefficients shows. The results of R
square signal there are variables that may affect the

results.
5)

The impact of TSEto_c on the U.S. overnight returns or
S&Ptc_o: As expected, the impact of TSEt0_c on the U.S.
overnight returns is relatively insignificant for the

common currency as well.

6)

The impact of SSEto_c on the U.S. overnight returns or

S&Ptc“°: A small correlation coefficient between SSEt°’c
and S&Ptc_o was identified for the common currency as

well. From observations of test 5 and 5 for local
currency and a common currency, we can conclude that
the open-to-close performances of the Japanese and

Chinese stock markets would slightly influence
overnight returns of S&P at the current period.

7)

The impact of S&Pt-i°“c on TSEtc_0: The correlation

turned out to be 0.717489736. Thus,it shows that
S&Pt-io_c has a strong impact on TSEtc-°. From test 7 for
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local currency and common currency, high correlation
of the stock indices is found. This seemed to signal

that the performance of S&P at a previous day can be
used as a predictor of close-open returns of TSE.
However,

as substantiated in test 7 for local

currency, again, the statistical results rejected the

null hypothesis,

supporting the efficient market

hypothesis.

8)

The impact of S&Pt_i0-c on SSEtc_0: This result shows the

small correlation coefficient between performances of
the U.S. in the previous trading day and overnight
returns of the Shanghai stock market. The correlation

was -0.018000536. Also notice that the coefficient in
the regression,

-0.001437679, was insignificant.

From

this observation, a small change in SSE overnight

returns can be identified per one change in S&P 500

open-close returns at a previous day.

Comparisons to Early Studies

Because the original model used as a reference for
this study analyzed only the correlation coefficients of

the Japan market and U.S. market while this research paper
provides the correlation coefficient of the U.S. market

and China market as well as the Japanese market,
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it's-

still limited to compare all the data that have been
analyzed. However, this section is provided to offer
better understanding of the stock markets of the U.S.A.,

Japan, and China. While the early study also has provided
a strong impact of S&P 500 returns at a previous day on

Nikkei 225 returns in the current period, this study shows
a strong impact of S&P 500 returns at a previous day on

Nikkei overnight returns in the current period. What this
study signals is that as discussed,

the Japanese traders

can use performances of S&P 500 at a previous day as an
indicator of overnight returns in the Japanese market.

This seems that the Japanese traders may use the
information of S&P at a previous day for protective

purposes in order not to loose further. On the other hand,

the early study indicates performances of S&P at a
previous day have a strong impact on open-close returns of

Nikkei 225 in the current period. This may be interpreted
that the Japanese traders may use the performances of S&P
for aggressive purposes to earn more profits rather than

protective purposes. And both of our researches still
provided the same tendency that the correlations declined

when common currency was used. And most of our findings
provide the same conclusion regarding the difference

between the magnitudes of correlations. The differences
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between early studies and this study may stem from
fluctuations in currency affecting the results of analyses

over the periods.
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Figure 8. Comparisons of Annual Rate of Return between the

United States and Japan
l

Figure 8 provides the picture of relations I between

the U.S. stock performances and Japan in terms of annual

rate of returns from 1970 to 1988. As shown in Figure 8,

while the U.S. annual rate of returns didn't not fluctuate
over the periods, the performances of the•Japanese stock

market fluctuated up and down, which implies thle

correlation coefficients between'the market during the
period was insignificant. This result remarks the same

conclusion that the movements of the U.S. and Japanese
markets are not closely related. The paper written by

Gregory C. Chow & Caroline C analyzed a time series of the
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Shanghai and New York Stock Exchange composite price
indices between 1992 and 2002, based on the weekly rates
of returns, and it showed that the correlation of the U.S.

indices and the Shanghai Stock indices was -0.0117

(Gregory C. Chow & Caroline C,

2003). This study shows

negative slight correlations between the U.S. and China,

as the paper had shown.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary of Conclusions

Overall, regardless of technological developments and
new innovation, the ultimate remarks for the effect of the

U.S. market and Japanese market have not changed over a
decade,

even though the magnitude of impact on each other

has changed.

In other words, the degree of correlation

coefficients has changed, but remarks of this study and

the early study show similar results. And while results of
correlations in some tests seemed to reject the efficient

market hypothesis, more detailed analyses of statistical

methods came in to reject the null hypothesis, supporting
the efficient market hypothesis. Thus, overall, the

efficient market was supported. Specifically, the

relationships between the U.S. market and China market
would not be correlated most of time. These findings
support the accuracy of the efficient market hypothesis.

Because the markets are so efficient, traders or
arbitragers cannot use historical data that are publicly

available to outperform the rest of the world, and all

publicly available information has been instantaneously
and simultaneously incorporated into the stock
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performances. With that said, the random walk theory may
also provide the idea of how the stock prices have been
determined. The random walk theory addresses that serial
correlations between returns must be almost zero because

prices in an efficient market change only when new
information that has not expected by the market

previously. Thus, unexpected portion of new information is

understood as the cause of stock price fluctuations. And
because unexpected portion of new information arrives

randomly, it is believed that prices change randomly. On
the other hand, also notice that there are still other

variables that may cause stock price fluctuations.
Academically and practically, there are many anomalies

that cannot be reasonably explained by the current

financial theories

(Lawrence, Edward R., McCabe, George,

Prakash, Arun J., 2007). Furthermore, as mentioned in the

introduction, markets do change as time goes. This implies

continuous efforts are required to provide accurate
understanding of market performances. Through this

research paper, my hope was to provide the picture of how

the hot stock market performances are related to each

other. And I hope this contribution will be a positive
effect to academicians and practitioners.
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Recommendations for Future Research
In this study, the research's hope was to provide

updated information regarding the level of co-movements of
the stock indexes while testing the efficient market

hypothesis. Although the findings show similar results to

early studies, regardless of the difference of the
magnitude of co-movements, continuous researches are

needed for the future due to potential for environmental
changes. But this study can be challenging because of many
variables that can be used for the analyses. While

historical reality showed potential for co-movements of
stock indexes as addressed on many research papers,

whenever a research was conduced, the results didn't show
high correlation coefficients somehow. Most of the studies

focused on impact of currency or/and transaction costs
that might be interpreted differently depending on

research paper. With these said, my recommendation for the

future research would be to enhance the methodologies and

utilize possible variables that have not been used for
this study while including those variables included in

early studies. In other words, there might be other
factors that cause co-movements of stock indexes, which

has happened previously, but which has not proven

statistically. I believe that this research contributes
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some insights of this topic and helps open the new road

for the future researches.
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